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ABSTRACT 
Let n ,, n2, ns be nonnegative integers. We consider Hermitian matrices H of the 
form 
where each Hij is ni X nj. We characterize the set of inertias 
in terms of rl, V1,6,,a,,v,,~,, n3, r12, rt3, R,,, R,,, and we discuss the implications 
of this characterization for the determination of the inertia of other types of Hermitian 
skew-triangular block matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix of the form (Aij)i,j=l,,,,,p, where each 
Aij is an ni X nj complex matrix and n = n, + . . . + nP. In the context of 
such a partition of A into blocks Aij, the “block order” of A is p, and A is 
called an “upper (respectively: lower) skew-triangular block matrix” pro- 
vided that Aij = 0 whenever i + j > p + 1 (respectively: i + j < p + 1). In [2] 
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E. V. Haynsworth and A. M. Ostrowski give methods for estimating and 
computing the inertia of certain Hermitian skew-triangular block matrices. 
Here we use their results to extend those of [l]. The extension in turn 
improves their results. Haynsworth and Ostrowski proceeded by judiciously 
repartitioning matrices of high block order into ones of block order 2 or 3 and 
by then analyzing those. Our improvement is a more complete description of 
the cases of block order 2 and 3. 
Here is a more detailed account of how our results are related to those in 
[2]. Since we refer repeatedly to Theorem 2.1 of [l]-not to be confused with 
Theorem 2.1 of this paper-we state it in full in an appendix. Theorem 5 of 
[2] is a corollary of Theorem 2.1 of [l]; in fact, our Theorem 2.1 of [l] shows 
that the hypotheses, insisting on the singularity of one block and a relation 
between the ranks of two blocks, were unnecessary. Theorem 4 of [2] is a 
corollary of Theorem 2.1; Theorem 3 and Lemma 1 of [2] follow from 
Theorem 2.1 of [l] with rg = va = 0. 
In Theorems 1 and 2 of [2] the hypotheses on H = (Hij) are such as to 
reveal the rank of certain crucial blocks of a 2 X2 or 3X 3 repartition of a 
cogredient transformation of the blocks of H. The desired conclusions are 
then derived from knowledge of those ranks. In Theorem 2.2 we consider the 
same cogredient transformations and repartitionings used in [2], but, since 
our knowledge of 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 partitions is more complete, we are able to 
draw more explicit conclusions from weaker hypotheses (e.g. we require less 
information about the ranks of blocks). 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS FOR BLOCK ORDERS p = 2,3 
THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent: 
(I) For i, j = 1,2,3 there exist ni X nj matrices Xji such that X,7 = Xji, 
In(X,,) = (rTTi, vi, *), rij < rank Xij < R,, when i < j, Xij = 0 when i + j > 4, 
and 
H=(Xij)i,j=1,2,3 
has inertia (~T,v, *). 
(II) Let k E {1,2}. Let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Herrnitian matrix with 
inertia (rrk, vk, * >. (I) holds with Xkk = W,,. 
(III) Let (k, 1) ~{(1,2),(1,3)}. Let W,, be any fired nk X n1 matrix with 
rkl < rank W,, < R,,. (I) holds with X,, = W,,. 
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(IV) For k = 1,2 let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermitian matrix with 
zn(W&=(TTk,vk, *>. (I) holds with X,, = W,, and X,, = W,,. 
69 Let w,, be any fixed n2 x n2 Hermitian matrix with inertia 
(rTTz, v2, * ), and let W,, be anyfixed n, x n3 matrix with r,3 < rank W,, Q R,,. 
(I) holds wzth X,, = W,, and X,, = W,,. 
(VI) The following inequalities hold: 
ri 2 0, vi > 0, rTTi + vi < ni (i = 1,2), 
R,, 2 0, R,, > 0, 
r12 6 min{n,,n,, R,,}, r13 =G min{n,, n3, R13), 
r3 = v3 = 0 < n3, rz3 < 0 < R,,, 
a~max{~l,~2,‘ir2+~13,~l+~2-R12,r12-v1,~12-~2}, 
~~max(vl,vz,~2+~13,~l+~2-R12,r12-~l,r12-~2), 
7r < min( n1 + 7r2, 7~~ + n, + n3,7rl + n2 + R,,, 
rl + r2 + R12 + n3,rl + rTTz + R12 + R,,], 
v1 + v2 + R12 + n3, vl + v2 + R12 + R,,}, 
v-~<min(v,+v,,v,+v,+ R,,-r,}, 
nl + rrz + v2 + R,, + R,,,r, + v1 + n2 +2n, + R,,, 
rTTI + v1 + n, + R,, +2RR,,} 
We delay the proof until Section 3. 
Here are extensions of Theorems 1 and 2 of [2] which dispense with the 
assumption that H,, p, H,,,_ 1,. . . , H,, 1 [the skew diagonal blocks of H = 
(Hij)i,j= 1,. , pl are square. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let H = (H,i)i,j=l ,,,,, p be an n x n Hermitian skew-trian- 
gular block matrix. 
(a) Assume p = 2m is even, In(K,,) = (TV, ul, *>, and r < rank K,, G R, 
where K,, =(HiJ)i,j=l,....,,L is nl X 121 and KU =(Hij)i=1,..., r,L, j=nr+l, ,srrr is 
n 1 x n2. Then the set of all possible inertias (7~, Y, * ) for 
H= 
is characterized by 
r<min{R,n,,nJ, 
T + v < n, +min(n2, R}: 
max{r,rl} < T < min{nl,rl + n2,rl + RI, 
max{r,v,} =G v < min{n,,v, + nz,vl+ RI, 
(b) Assume p = 2m + 1 is odd, IdK,,) = (r,,ul, *>, In(H,,,+,,,,+,)= 
(r2,v2, *), r12 < rank K,, =G R,,, r13 < rank K,, G RI,, where 
K,, K,, K,, 
K; H,,,+L,,,+I 0 
KG 0 0 n.3 1 
Then the set of all possible inertias (r,v, n - x - v) for H is described in 
(VI) of Theorem 2.1. (Note: K 11 and n 1 are defined as in (a>, and n2 is the 
order of H,,, + L ,,I + I .) 
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(c) Set 24 =[(p +1)/21 and 0 =[p/21. Let 
K22 = CH2i,2j)i,j=1 ,.... c’ 
K12=(H2i--1,2j)i=1 ,..., u:j=l,,.., I: 
Assume that In(K,,) = (TV, vi, *) for i = 1,2 and that r < rank K,, < R. Let 
ni be the order of Kii for i = 1,2. Then the set of all possible inetiius (rr, u, * ) 
for H is described in (II) of Theorem 2.1 of [ll. 
Proof. (a): Set rra = u2 = 0 in Theorem 2.1 of [l] and simplify. (b) is 
immediate. (c) follows from Theorem 2.1 of [l], since 
is just a cogredient transformation of the blocks of H. n 
REMARK. Other repartitionings of other cogredient transformations of 
the blocks of H also give rise in this fashion to “new” results. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Clearly (I) is implied by each of (II)-(V). To see 
that (I) implies each of (II)-(V), suppose H = (Xi,) satisfies (I). For i = 1,2,3 
let Mi denote an ni X ni invertible matrix and set M = M,@M,@ Ms. 
Set (YJi j= i,a,a = (M*X,,M,.) = M*(X, .)M. Then rank Yij = rank Xij, and 
by Sylvester’s theorem In((Yij)) = In((Xij)) = (r, v, *) and In(Y,,) = In(X,,) 
= (ri,vi, *). Thus (Yij) has all the rank and inertia properties required in 
(II)-(V). In each of these cases the only additional requirement is that 
Y,, = M,*X,,M, = W,, for certain k, 1. Such M,‘s can always be found (cf. 
e.g. Theorems 3.11 and 5.16 of [3]). n 
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Proof that (III) with k = 1, I= 3 is equivalent to (VI) when r13 = R,, = r. 
Each of (I)-(V) plainly implies that 
~,v,~~,v~,~T~,v~, R,,, R,, are nonnegative, 
7r + v < ni + n, + n3, rl + v, < n,, 7r2+v2<n,, 
rl,~min{R12,n,,n2J, 
r13 G min{R,,,n,,n,}, 
r,,<O< R,,, 
r3 = V3 = 0 f n3. (3.1) 
SO we may use any of these inequalities at any stage of the proof. 
Without loss of generality, we assume 0 < r < min{n,,n,). Then we may 
choose 
w,, = O I, 
[ 1 0 0 
Let 
t,, denote the r x r leading principal submatrix of Xi,, 
Xi, denote the (n, - r)X(n, - r> trailing principal submatrix of Xi,, 
Xi, denote the (n, - r)X n2 submatrix of Xi, consisting of its last ni - r 
rows. 
Since H has an invertible block (viz. 1,) in its upper right comer, the 
corollary on p. 308 of [2] yields 
In(H)=In(fi)+(O,O,n,-r)+In 
=In(fi)+(r,r,n,--r), 
where 
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To describe the inertias (r, v, * ) of H we shall describe the inertias 
(ir, 5, *> = (r - r, v - r, *) of 8. To do this we first fix X,, (and hence Xi,) 
and set (x, y, *> = In(X,,). X,, ranges over all ns X n2 matrices X with 
In(X) = (?ra, va, *). 
It is easy to prove that as X,, ranges over all n, X n2 matrices X such 
that rr2 < rank X < R,,, X1, ranges over all (n, - r)X n2 matrices X with 
*I2 - r < rank X < R 12. Hence Theorem 2.1 of [l] applies. (To see that it 
applies when one diagonal block is fixed, examine the discussion of 9 at the 
beginning of the proof of [l, Theorem 2.11.) According to it, (V - r, v - r, *> 
will be the inertia of fi for some X,,, X,, (with X,, fixed) if and only if 
57 + v < n1 + n2 + r, 
max{x,7r,) G x - r < min{n, - r + r2,n2 +x), 
max{y,v,}Gv-rrmin{n,-r+v,,n,+y}, 
v-7r=Gy+v2, 
r,,<min(7r+ y,a+V,,V+x,v+772}, 
R,, a max{ Ix + r2 - 7 + t-1, ly + v2 - v + *I], 
R,,>x+y+r,+v,-r--v+2r. (3.2) 
(Some inequalities from [I] which do not involve r or v are absent. They 
appear in (3.1) or (3.3)) 
The set of inertias (x, y, *>= In(X,,) which arise as X,, varies is 
described in Theorem 1 of [4] as 
O,<X, OG y> 
7i-,-rQx<7rTTI, 
Vl -r-Q yQv17 
x+y<nn,-r. (3.3) 
Now (r, v, * ) will be the inertia of some H if and only if there exist integers 
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X, y satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We combine (3.2) and (3.3) to get 
(3.4) 
and some inequalities not containing x or y, where 
c=r+v-R,,-2r-n,, 
B=min{v,,v-r,R,,+v-v,-r}, 
C = min{n, - r, R,, + T + v - TV - v2 -2r) 
Then there is an integral solution r, y to (3.4) if and only if 
a<A, b<B, CGC, a+b<C, c,<A+B. 
The inequality a < A is equivalent to the 18 inequalities obtained by writing 
that each of the six elements in the set whose maximum is a is less than or 
equal to each of the three members of the set whose minimum is A. In this 
way a < A, b < B, etc. give rise to 18+ 18+2+ 72 +9 = 119 inequalities. 
These 119 inequalities, together with those of (3.1) and the second sentence 
following (3.1) together with those of (3.2) and (3.3) which did not involve x 
or y, form a set containing many redundant inequalities (e.g., 71 of the 72 
inequalities arising from a + b < C are redundant). When they have been 
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eliminated we have 
?-ri > 0, vi 3 0, 7ri + ui d n, for i=1,2, 
R,, > 0, R,, z 0, 
rlz,<minIR,,,n,,nz), O<r<n,,n,, 
T3 = vg = 0, n3 > 0, rz3 Q 0 =s R,,, 
max{a,,r, + r,rl + rz - R,,,r,, - v1,r12 - v2) < rr 
< min{n, + 7r2, r1 + n, + r,rTT1 + rz + r + R,,], 
max{v,,Y,+1.,V1+YZ-R12,r12-~TTI,TIZ-~2}~u 
=G min{ n, + n2, vl + v2 + r, v1 + v2 + r + R,,}, 
?T-v<?r,+Tr,, 
u-?i-<v,+v2, 
max{r12 + r,rrl + v1 + rTTe + u2 - R,,} <T + v, 
~~++<min(n,+n,+r,n,+~,+v~+r+R,,,rr,+v,+n,+R,,+2r). 
(3.5) 
This settles the case r = r13 = R,,. 
Proof that (III) with k = 1, 1 = 3 is equivalent to (VI) when r13 < R,,. 
Let 
E, 
f <r<F (3.6) 
represent the system of inequalities (3.5) together with r13 < r < R,, rewrit- 
ten so that E is all the inequalities not involving r. Then 
f = max{0,r,3,r - r1 - nz,v - v1 - n2,r -TV - rTTz - R,,, 
v - v1 --~,-R~~,~+v-n~-n~,~+v-n~--~~-v~-R~,, 
+( T + v - rTT1 - v1 - n2 - R,,)}, 
F=min(n,,n,,R,,,a-~,,u-Y,,~+V-rTle). 
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According to the case we have already settled, (I) holds if and only if there is 
an integer r ( = rank X,,) satisfying (3.6)-that is, if and only if E and the 
9X6 = 54 individual inequalities that constitute f < F hold. When the 
redundancies are eliminated we have the inequalities in (VI). n 
4. APPENDIX: THEOREM 2.1 OF [l] 
The symbols rr, v, r, R, rTTi, vi, ni (i = 1,2) denote integers. We denote by 
Hi an ni X n, Hermitian matrix (i = 1,2>. The symbol X represents an 
nl X n2 matrix. We set 
HI X 
H=X* H’ 
[ 1 2 
Then H = H*. 
THEOREM 2.1 of [l]. The following are equivalent: 
(I) There exist matrices H,, H,, and X such that In(HJ = (ri,vi, *) 
(i-1,2), In(H)=(rr,v,*), andr<rankX<R. 
(II) The following inequalities hold: 
Ti > O, vi 2 0, 7ri + vi < ni (i=l,2), (2.1) 
~+v<nr+ns, (2.2) 
max(ri,rs} <r < min{n, + rrs,ns + rr,} (2.3) 
max(v,,v,} <v B min{n, + v2,n2 + vJ, (2.4) 
7r-v<7rr+7r2, (2.5) 
v-?r<v,+v,, (2.6) 
r<min(R,nl,n2}, (2.7) 
r~min{~+vv,,~+v2,v+7r,,v+7r,}, (2.6) 
R 2 max{ ITI + r2 - 71’1, Iv1 + v2 - VI], (2.9) 
Rar+v-min(~,+vl+n2,a,+v2+ni}, (2.10) 
R>7ra,+~,+v,+v2-7r-v. (2.11) 
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